
Benton announces new Advisory Council
By RICHARD WARING

A new University-wide
advisory co,. cil was announced
by Dean Benton at last Friday's
faculty General Assembly
meeting.
The council, to advise the

Provost, is to be made up of
three representatives from the
Arts and Sciences division, plus
representatives from all other
parts of the University. The Arts
and Sciences representatives will
consist of one member of the
Academic Council plus one
tenured and one non-tenured
faculty member, to be elected by
the faculty in mail balloting this
week.
President Steven Muller,

addressing the assembly for the

first time as president, stated the
priorities and goals he has set for
himself before opening the
meeting to discussion of
proposed changes in the
undergraduate curriculum. The
proposals- were contained in the
"First Response" report of the
AC subcommittee on
undergraduate education.

Details
Muller said that details of the

1972-73 budget are being worked
out for submission to the Board
of Trustees in April. Details of
administrative reorganization are
still being considered, and he
suggested that faculty members
become involved in recruiting
students.

Introducing the discussion of

the "First Response" report, Dr.
Owen Phillips, Earth and
Planetary Sciences, stated that
the proposals are preliminary.
"The committee is not seeking
support for the proposals, but
only input for future
discussions."
The proposals include an

independent study contract
option, where a student can
arrange independent study under
a faculty member,
inter-departmental majors and
accelerated study, leading to an
A.B. degree in three years and a
master's in four.

Phillips stated that his group
plans to come up with more
proposals, and to consider
problems such as faculty quality,
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Walton calls for revival of
Homewood Education dept.

By ROBERT RUBY
Dr. John Walton, the only

Professor of Education in the
Arts and Sciences division, has
formally proposed that the
Education Department be
re-established.

In a letter sent to all the'
members of the Academic
Council, including President
Steven Muller and Dean George
Benton, he urged that positive
actions be taken in restoring the
department.

In the late spring of 1970, the
Academic Council recommended
that the Department of
Education be abolished. The
Education Department was
criticized for lacking a coherent
program and for its financial
difficulties. There were other
reports of irreconcilable
personality clashes within the
department.

Dr. Walton proposes that there
be a PhD program, a MAT
division, and "some service to
undergraduates," but not an
undergraduate major. But one
Council member said, "Some
students should be permitted to
major in educacation."

Varied Comments
Comments on the proposal by

some of the members of the
Academic Council were varied.
Professor Michael Beer of
Biophysics said, "Although
education is important, it doesn't
mean we can have a department
immediately."
Psychology department

chairman Dr. James Deese said,
"In one way or another we're
going to have to do something.
The Academic Council,
President, and Dean should
seriously consider the points
Walton makes." But he added

that there was no point in having
a traditional department or
school of education.
He suggested that the

department could be "concerned
with the basic philosophy of
education and plan for what
would amount to revolutionary
changes." The creation of similar
innovative programs was not
discounted by other Council
members.
Dean Benton said that

re-creating a department would
be "a very serious step," and that
it would first be necessary to
decide what kind of department
it would be. "A broad based
program is financially unfeasible
and academically unsound. We
do best at Hopkins with groups
which have pretty well focused
specialties."

See WALTON, page 6

class size and faculty
accessibility.

Opposition to the program was
expressed by several faculty
members. Dr. Phoebe Stanton,
History of Art and Dr. Robert
Forster, History, stated that they
saw little innovative in the
report. They said, in a joint
statement, "It doesn't confront
the question of classroom
teaching."

Dr. Jurg Niehans, Political
Economy, commented, "The
response adds nothing but more
restrictions to What AT already
have. We don't need to increase
freedom. Students have what
they need.- He added that the
time involved in administering
the independent study program
would be taken from faculty
teaching and research.

In other business, Benton
announced that changes in Arts
and Sciences tenure regulations
had been approved by the Board
of Trustees. "No substantive

changes have been made,"
'commented Benton. He added,
."This is only to iron out points
that have not been clear before."
Faculty members are to receive
copies of the new rules this week.
The assembly also approved by

acclamation a resolution of the
Academic Council, expressing
gratitude to Dr. Milton S.
Eisenhower for his two terms as
president. Dr. Saul Roseman,
Biology, proposed a resolution
expressing the assembly's
appreciation for the work of the
Board of Trustees and the
presidential choice committee in
the selection of President Muller.
That resolution was also
approved.

The General Assembly has met
in its last normally scheduled
meeting for this year, but with
reforms in undergraduate
education under consideration,
there may be more meetings
before the next scheduled one in
September.

Inter-division body
to advise provost

By DON LASSUS
In an attempt to strenghten

ties between University divisions,
a new advisory board has been
formed to consult with the
provost on academic problems.
The board is to be made up of

faculty members from all
divisions of the University and
will be available to the provost
for consultation on all academic
matters. The plan was announced
by Dean Benton at the faculty
general assembly meeting on
Friday.
The advisory board was

suggested by President Muller
during his term as provost to
serve as both an advisory body to
the provost's office and also to
bring together faculty from all
divisions to improve
communications.

No Powers
Benton stressed the advisory

orientation of the new group.
"The group will not have any
powers or responsibilities perse,"
he noted.
According to Associate

Mandel s eeks financial aid reforms
Governor Mandel's Office of

Legislation will soon send a bill
to the General Assembly calling
for a sweeping reform in the
distribution of the state's
financial aid for
resident-students.
The proposed legislation

would remove all authority from
the 'state's 43 senators who
currently control the
dissemination of $2.5 million in
state scholarships annually.

Currently, the senators are
.each bound by a $14,000 ceiling
and can grant from S200-1500 in
individual scholarships to
students from their district
attending any public or private
college in Maryland.
This procedural reform, if

passed, would not directly affect
all of the 190 Hopkins
undergrads now receiving

\,

Marvin Mandel

$168,200 through the
Senate-grant-in-aid-program. But
each individual scholarship
granted under the new

procedure would be directly
based on need, and would not be
limited by the ceiling on a
senator's funding budget.

Program Investigated
Last summer, amid charges of

favoritism and nepotism in the
senatorial distribution of such
scholarships, the Governor
commissioned a task force to
investigate the entire program.
Headed by Lt. Governor Lee, the
task force recommended all
authority be removed from the
senators, and that the Maryland
State Scholarship Board work
directly with the financial aid
directors of each Maryland
institution.
"Most senators have a very

good system," commented
Richard Francis, Executive
Director of Maryland
Independent Colleges and

Universities Association
(MICUA). "Each senator
recommends to the Scholarship
Board that John Doe receive a
certain amount for the 71-72
year."

Prevent
But this practice, Francis

observed, can and does
systematically prevent some
eligible individuals from getting
needed aid if they come from a
district with a large number of
ipplicants. In addition, some
senators grant quite a bit less
than $14,000 due to low
demand, and it is not possible to
transfer unused appropriations
from one senate office to
another.
"When the bill does reach the

General Assembly," said Senate

John Young

Provost John Young the council
will advise the provost on
academic matters such as new
programs and relations between
divisions.
"This is not designed to be any

type of legislative body or policy
making group," Young
emphasized. He indicated that
the council would meet three or
four times a year to advise the
provost.

No Provost
"Each divisional dean has his

own advisory group and this one
will serve as a University-wide
advisory body to prodive
forum," Young added.
The group is composed strictly

of faculty members chosen by
the divisions. Three faculty
representatives from Arts and
Sciences will consist of Academic
Council member Dr. George
Owen, Physics and one tenured
and one non-tenured faculty
member to be selected by the
facylty. Benton indicated that
the two faculty will be elected by
mail ballot this week.
The new body is slated to

meet for the first time this spring
despite the vacancy in the
provost's office resulting when
Muller assumed the presidency.
Young stated that the president
will meet with the group if a new
provost has not been chosen by
the first meeting.' See MANDEL, page 6
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campus notes
MEDITATION

There will be an introductory
lecture for those interested in
Transcendental Meditation, in
Maryland 114, on Wed., Feb. 16,
at 8:30 p.m.

AMERICAN JUSTICE
William Kunstler and Arthur

Turco will speak on justice, Feb.

16 at 7:30 at Towson State's,

Stephans Auditorium.

CANNES PRIZE
"Warrendale", winner of the

critics' prize at the '69 Cannes
Film Festival, will be shown
Tue., Feb. 15, at 7:30 pin. in
Levering Great Hall. Admission is
free.

STRANGELOVE
The Office of the Chaplain will

present Stanley Kubrick's "Dr.
Strangelove," starring Peter
Sellers, next Sat., Feb. 19, at
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in Levering

Hall. Admission, only $1.00.

ECOLOGY
Dr. M. Gordon Wolman will

speak on "The Impact of
Ecology on the Mind," Tues.
Feb. 15 at 5:15 pm in Room
300. Phipps Clinic, East
Baltimore Campus.

CLASSIFIED

FOR TRAVEL
INFORMATION: Call Martin
Vogel, TWA Campus
Representative, 889-5774.

WANTED: Have appointment
at Hopkins, but need
department and/or budget
allocation. Will travel, teach,
and publish; can furnish own
car, lecture notes, and research
ideas. Hold three genuine
degrees from authentic
university. Write
PROFESSOR, 20 Latrobe
Hall, Homewood Campus.
Replies confidential.

MICROSCOPE: Want to rent
microscope, 1000x at least.
Call 669-1265. Tony.

 •

RED CROSS
The Red Cross Blood

Assurance Program will hold its
drive at Hopkins in Levering Hall
on Thursday, Feb. 24. For more
information contact Ed Warfield,
Box 482.

DRAFT
Draft counselling will be

available on Wednesdays from 12
noon-4 pm in the office on qie
top floor of Levering Hall.
Appointments can be arranfrd
for those who are unable to be
there during these hours.

MES SYMPOSIUM
All those who attended the

Feb. 10 meeting for the
Eisenhower Symposium but
didn't turn in their name and box
number should send this
information to Box 245 by
Thursday, Feb. 17.

LABOR CAUCUS
Discussion of the "History qf

the National Caucus of Lab&
Committees," Tuesdays through
April 14 in 113 Gilman at 8 pm.

EAST PLACE
Israili Ambassador Yitzhak

Rabin will speak on "The
Prospects for Peace in the Middle
East," in Shriver Hall on Tue.,
March 14 at 4 pm. The lecture,
sponsored by the Jewish
Students' Asso., is open to the
public at no charge.

COMEDY
The Dept. of Romance

Languages will present
"Christophe Colombe," a 3-act
comedy in French by Michel de
Ghelderode, tonight at 7 pm in
the Barn. Admission is free, and
an English synopsis is available at
the door.

DISPLAY
Paintings by international-

ly-known artist Helen Struven
will be on display in the galleries
of Eisenhower Library from 9 am
to 9 pm daily, through Feb. 26.
Sponsored by the Office of
Special Events.

REPUBLICANS
The JHU Republicans will

hold their Feb. meeting on Tue.
Feb. 15 in the Garrett Room of

Dynamic Opportunity
OR

Financial
Aggrandizement
Moral Edification
Old, established community organization

needs AD and BUSINESS Personnel

THE JOHNS HOPKINS NEWS-LETTER
call 366-3300, ext. 1308

or come to the Gatehouse any
Sun., Mon., Wed., or Thurs. night

Get Hip To

HARLEY S SANDIVICIIES
Open Late

HARLEY'S 3111 St. Paul

Termpapers Research Inc. T/A

Termpapers ;
Unlimited
Why get used termpapers, speeches or

book reviews when you can have an

original termpaper prepared by our staff

of over 1000 M.A. and Ph.D. holders who

will produce your paper on virtually any

subject for a very reasonable price.

Plagiarism Not Tolerated i
CALL NOW! 647-0647

TERM PAPERS UNLIMITED
570 RICHIE HIGHWAY

P.O. BOX 25
SEVERNA PARK, MD.
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A rough sketch, drawn by Architect Donald Sickler, showing the view

from the stage of the looking-listening room on the first floor of the new

Student Union building. The room features different tiers of couches.

the Library at 8 pm. Joe Ayd,
former City Council aspirant, will
speak on the Nixon presidential
campaign. State convention in
College Park will be discussed.
For more information call Alex
Waldrop at 889-7210.

JEN'S STEAKS
SEAFOOD

I

SUBMARINES
DOUBLE BURGERS

EAT4N OR CARRY-OUT
ST. PAUL AND 32m;

The Catholic Community
On Campus

TOMORROW:
ASH WEDNESDAY

Liturgy and Distribution of Ashes

12:05 P.M. Levering Hall Chapel

TONIGHT:

Seminar: "God-Talk"
7:30 P.M. NEWMAN HOUSE

2941 N. Charles

Want

HEADING:

WORDING:

a Classified???

HELP WANTED

Use this easy

RIDES SUBLETS OTHER

-to-fill-out form

TO FIGURE COSTS: Figure 5i per word. $1 minimum.

Classifieds must be pre-paid by check or money-order. Send to The News-Letter

through campus mail c/o Box 1230.
We must receive classified three days before the issue you want, (designate Tuesday

or Friday).

IF ARE

NEED

PREGNANTYOU

CALL

(collect if

WOMEN'S

A NON-PROFIT

and

HELP
- 7 days, 24 hours

necessary) 215-877-7700

FREE CHOICE

ORGANIZATION

•

FOR RESEARCH AND REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY
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Portrait 

Exploring Africa without gun and camera
By JAY CONATY .

New to Homewood's History
Department is the engaging R.A.
Kea, who teaches the History of
Africa, and the Colloquium on
West African Slave Trade. Kea
was born in Ohio and was
graduated from Howard
University. After studying at the
School of Oriental and African
Studies in London and the
University of Copenhagen, Kea
taught in Ghana for eight years.

Kea's appearance at Hopkins
marks his first exposure to his
native America since 1958.
Originally intending to pursue
the study of European History,
he switched to African Studies.
He commented, "What could I
have said about Charles V that
hadn't already been said before?"

His scope of interest centers
around West African and
pre-colonial West African
History. He is currently preparing
his doctoral thesis by employing
the documentation of European
Trading Companies and through
studying the Island History of
West Africa. The thesis itself will
focus on the pre-colonial history
of the Gold and Slave Coasts

from the 15th to the 19th
centuries.

Newly Emerging
Kea sees African History as a

newly emerging field where one
still has the luxury of working
with predominantly primary
sources. He realizes the study of
the African peoples and cultures
to be a "recent academic
phenomena." "An
interdisciplinary rather, than an
archival history, it can be studied
through two contigious and
supplementary means: oral
tradition and European
documentation."

The nationalist movement in
Africa began in the 1940's but it
was not until the 50's that the
continent was studied at all
seriously, he said.

Professor Kea decried those
that maintain that "the Africans
have no history since naturally
most Africans were and are
nonliterate."
Kea added that there are

academicians who doubt the
intellectual validity of studying
the African continent.
He sees the Americans

identifying with Johnny

Weismuller, Maureen O'Sullivan
and National Geographic. But
Kea criticized the supposedly
more sophisticated European.
Kea wryly recalled his own

experience in the field. "The first
images of the African I was
confronted with were of fellows
with bones through their noses
with boiling missionaries beside
them." He added that the Dutch
at the University of the Hague
could not understand why he
wanted to study the people of
the Gold Coast and not the
Dutch who traded with them.
Rather exasperated he recalled;
"I settled for the history of the
Dutch."

Mass Media
Kea blamed the mass-media, in

large, for the misconceptions
held by too many intelligent
people today.
He admitted that the biggest

obstacle in transmitting his
enthusiasm for African Studies
was that still far too many can
not accept the fact that
"Africans live in towns and not
in trees" and that "urbanization
can indeed take place within a
pre-industrialized civilization."

Urban Studies researchers
experiment with city's future

On Thursdays, from one to
three in the afternoon, the inner
workings of a city operate in
Shaffer 100-101. Sixty students
in Dr. Sherry Olson's Baltimore
History course are playing a
game. They pore over computer
outputs trying to make heads and
tails out of the rows of figures.
Many confused political leaders
tally up the number of votes they
control, while municipal services
directors balance their budgets
and economists exchange tidbits
of information about rising,
stocks and poor indistrial
ventures.
The sixty students are building

a city this semester. They're
starting out with a 250 year old
urbanized area and advancing it
five years during the next 14
weeks. The city they're working
on is BaltirritTre. The students are
Playing a game that simulates the
growth of an actual city. With
the aid of a computer, they will
be making the decisions that
change the face of an urban
environment. Their urban

environment is a gameboard set
up to replicate Baltimore.

Cope With Problems
The class is divided into social,

economic and governmental
sectors. Each group has to learn
to cope with the problems that
beset it, and then to work
effectively towards building the
city.

The first round of the game is
now complete; Baltimore has
advanced, one year.
Unemployment is high, people
are complaining about the
schools; the suburbs are growing
and the city is dying. So far,
virtually nothing has changed.

Dr. Olson's version of the
game is derived from a previous
game called CLUG (City Land
Use Game), and a variation of
that entitled Environmetrics. It is
now being run by the National
Bureau of Standards (NBC).

Dangerous Precedent

The course offered at Hopkins
is being sponsored in conjunction
with the NBS, who will review
the final results at the end of
round five. According to Olson,
the NBS will use the feedback
they get from various groups
playing the game to further
improve the model.

•
R.A. Kea seeks African history
primary sources still available.
He created a parallel between

the problems suffered by both
the African black and the
American Indian.He said, "That
both cultures have been indeed
intrinsically denied their very
existence as functioning

as a newly emerging field, with

pre-European civilizations is
barbaric." There is no better
place to learn something about
the "unknown continent" of
which most of us know little or
nothing, than in one of Kea's
courses.

SC reverses policy
on MSE Symposium

By ALVIN STEIN
The Student Council voted to

reinstate the Eisenhower
Symposium and the
Kennedy-King Lectureship at last
night's meeting. The
reinstatement ends the Council's
non-cooperation policy with the
administration.

In a vote of 9-5 the Council
voted to return funds to the
Symposium. Last October the
Council voted to cut support to
the Symposium as part of its
drive for a new governance
system for Homewood. Seeing
the previous motion as
ineffective, the Council chose to
reinstate the Symposium and
Itcture series. SC members
argued that cancellation of funds
to the programs would deprive
undergraduates.

Council members also met last

Coleman eyes future in attack
on present educational system

By HOWARD SIMONS
Dr. James Coleman, Social

Relations, has proposed a new
educational system to replace the
present one, which he charges is
both archaic and irrelevant.
Coleman wrote an article on the
subject for:Psycholoe Today.

Coleman sees the schools of
today as rigidly structured
repositories that teach students
information, but not how to act
constructively in society. He
expressed the opinion that
schools should become centers
where students can take part in
community activities, and would
learn during the prccess. As
interests diversified, so would the
nature of the individual activities,
so as to provide a kind of
apprenticeship.

Impoverished
.Fk.. also. said. that children

today do not get enough
opportunity for action, and the
valuable experiences that accrue
with it. "Twelve-year olds, and
indeed twenty-year olds are still
kids," said Coleman. "The child's
environment has become
impoverished in opportunities for
responsible and constructive
action, or any action that test

• and develops him."
Conclusion

"All this leads to an
inescapable conclusion. The
school of the future must
concentrate on productive action
with emphasis on responsibility
and the welfare of others, and on
the formulation oistrategies to
handle information provided by
the environment," he added.
Coleman pointed out the need

for much of the subject matter
now. taught in the schools.

However, rather than having
them taught in the schools, he
would delegate the teaching of
them to outside agencies. He said
that these agencies would be able
to do a much better job that the
iresent school because of an
increased motivation factor.
"Children who have been
exposed to the environment
would see the practical need for
reading, mathematics, and the
like. It would mean something to
them," Coleman commented.

, Productive Force

Coleman hopes that his
proposed system will move the
.school away from its present
position as an island within
society to a productive force in
the community that would turn
.out motivated thinkers and doers
rather than mere cogs in society.

week with the Board of Trustees
over suggested changes of voting
procedures for student trustees.
According to Council Treasurer,
Dick Heddleson, the Board felt
the only concession to be made
was that a student may vote for
only one candidate if he desires,
and his ballot would still be valid.
Previously, a student had to vote
for three candidates, otherwise
his vote would be invalidated.

No Action
The Board will select one

student from the nominated
candidates. A Supervisory
Committee consisting of various
student trustees and Alumni
Heads, can now use its discretion
to validate or invalidate
zandidate petitions.

Further business discussed by
the Council included University
,Housing problems. A report to
'the Council by senior

representative Mike Vincetti, said
there was basically no direct
action the Council could take in
the matter at this time.
Discussion of the housing
problem centered on
administration priorities, as to
whether the administration
should give deeper concern to
this matter.

Debate also centered on SC
President, Gerry Bates' speech to
be given at the Inauguration of
President Steven Muller next
Tuesday. Council members
indicated that Bates' speech
should center on basic problems
of the undergraduate at Hopkins.
A motion was passed giving
Council members an advisory
capacity on the drafting of Bates
speech.

No Objections
SC Governance Committee

chairman Chris Ohly reported on
his discussion with President
Muller concerninthe SC
governance proposal. Ohly
remarked that Muller found
nothing objectionable in the
'governance plan and expressed a
quite positive attitude towards it.

Sherry Olson
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r"---- new officials be given a period of grace or
era of good feelings to foster a sense of
cooperation and harmony. The crux of
my argument is no mere matter of
formality. Rather it is a serious
questioning of an editorial policy that is
so quick to doubt and begrudges any
compliment (Dr. Muller has not done
well in his job, he has only "seemingly
done well," despite his abilities having
been given a vote of confidence in his
election.) at a time when openess and

education

Dr. John Walton's proposal for reinstatement of the
Education Department is a legitimate statement of
concern over the fact that Hopkins has chosen to
ignore a discipline of considerable importance. Since
the demise of the department last fall, Walton's
non-departmental course have been the University's
only contact with the field.

Walton is pressing the Academic Council and the
University administration to reinstate the department,
which would offer a PhD and MAT program while
providing undergraduates with a chance to become
involved in the area. The current plan does not,
unfortunately, call for an undergraduate major.

Still, the central fact is that Hopkins does not have
an Education Department, and we ought to. Whatever
the internal prejudices among Homewood departments
concerning the study of Education, it is still an
important field, with applications to all phase of
American life. It is an unfortunate fact that
non-scientific fields have not gotten the attention they
deserve. When it comes to doling out the money,
humanities and social sciences are often left short.

advisory council

The formation of a University-wide faculty advisory
council to advise the provost is an excellent move that
will improve relations among the varied divisions.
For too long, the separate University divisions have
been isolated from each other, creating bitterness,
confusion and even some chaos. The lack of
cooperative programs is astounding in a university with
such rich and diverse resources.
The opposition to the proposed 2-2-2 accelerated

medical program illustrates the problems resulting
from inadequate consultation. The strong objections
of the East Baltimore faculty to this admirable
proposal could likely have been reduced had there
been greater cooperation between Homewood and the
med school. Now, unfortunately, the program may
never even be implemented. Hopefully, the new
council will profit from experience, and move quickly
towards close cooperation in the development of new
programs. There should be, too, a healthy airing of
intra-University criticisms.
The advisory council, of course, is only for faculty,

and no one should view it as a possible vehicle for a
genuine Homewood governance system. . .
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letters to the editors Playboys and bunnies are alive and well
To the Editors:
A long oveidue comment upon your

grossly unfair editorial (January 21,
1972) on Dr. Steven Muller's
appointment. In this piece you ring the
tocsin over those nebulous "intangible"
elements of his personality. I find it
surprising that you can both fault a
person on such "intangible" qualities, as
well as write a critical editorial on such a
thin tissue of impressions. The article
persists in this vein by stating that "there
is an underlying sense of distrust when
dealing with him [Dr. Muller] , the feeling
that there is perhaps something false
about his manner." Furthermore, you
infer that Dr. Muller's excellent record as
negotiator in the 1969 Cornell "Straight
Crisis;" if our President designate is
indeed what you have detailed, then
rarely has duplicitous diplomacy been so
acclaimed.

In general, there is an odor of poor
sensibilities and pre-eminent tackiness in
OUCrTr t-st-T-`0fr.‘n7fri;raciliiiarsm'5217;71./

tolerance should be the standard. Dr.
Muller, The Johns Hopkins University,
and the News-Letter deserve something
better.

Charles H. Burhan

To the Editors:
Who says anyone with talent can go to

college?
My husband was interested in

returning to college and found the
competition for graduate school quite
stiff so he decided he should apply to
several schools to be on the safe side.

First he was required by prospective
schools to take the Graduate Record
Exams which cost $17. Then he was
asked to take the Miller Analogies,
another test which cost $8.

Each application to the five schools he
applied to cost eigher $15 or $20. Each
school also required an official transcript
from my husband's alma mater which
cost $2 each. (The registrar must charge
'l %\ c-Q.VY NAe.ce c Paclet "tortl

So just the paper work to apply to
schools cost us about $130, and that's
before i even mention long distance calls
to set up interviews (and secretaries who
keep you on "hold" for ten minutes) and
then transportation to the schools, work
days missed and motel costs incurred.
Can anyone with talent go to college

or is the application proceedure so costly
that it prohibits some people from
getting there?

Marjie Olds

Laura Nyro's music:
expressionist melodies

By MICHAEL HILL
The music of Laura Nyro is truly

unclassifiable. The few songs of hers that
one is able to categorize at all have
quickly been snatched up and turned into
top-40 hits by a variety of groups. But
Miss Nyro herself has shunned such
limelight, preferring to remain with her
strange expressionist melodies that have
garnered her a group of devoted fans who
emerge for appearances such as the one
she gave Sunday night in Washington.
Constitution Hall, the DAR

auditorium, seems a strange place for
Laura Nyro's music, what with its boxes
named after the states and the flags of
the thirteen colonies arranged across the
back of the stage. But it is one of DC's
rock halls and the acoustics were right as
Miss Nyro came striding out, her strange
purple dress flowing out behind, sat
down at the piano and began to play..

First Chorus
For the next hour it was just Laura

Nyro and her piano as she satisfied her
fans and unobtrusively weaned the others
in the audience from whatever else they
had been listening to. It was quiet as the
first chords drifted out, a lone spotlight
on the stage. Laura Nyro's music consists
of delicate chords and phrases which
carefully relate to her alternately soaring
and dipping voice. An irregular rhythm
emerges from the myriad of riffs, some
repeated time and again, a verbal couplet
accompanying. There are few songs that
allow foot-tapping or hand-clapping, and
she does little to encourage such audience
participation.
The first few notes from the piano

were invariably greeted with the applause
of recognition, followed by a respectful
silence for the song. The applause at the
end of the number grew as the concert

went on, but Laura did nothing more
than turn to one side, take a sip of water,
turn back and nod to the audience, then
set her hands on the piano for the next
song. There was no insipid between-song
chatter ("I wrote this next one when..."),
or tricks with the lights or tuning of
instruments; there was just a woman and
her music, and an audience that grew to
respect both as the evening went on.

Images of Dreams
Her lyrics are usually images, of the

city and dreams of the country, their
sound complimenting the phrasing of the
piano. Strung together they make sort of
loose sense, provoking a subtle reaction
in the listener, her versatile voice
alternating with the piano, each taking
their turn at painting the thick, heavy
strokes and the delicate, thin flourishes
that convey the impressionistic picture,
subtly framed and highlighted by the
words.
The applause was thunderous when the

first chords of her Fifth Dimension hits
were heard and at the end of "Save the
Country," people wouldn't stop clapping,
and Laura Nyro had to delay her next
song, and nod a fewmore times to the
audience. She seemed almost
embarrassed. You didn't even mind the
smattering of applause that broke out
when she sang the line "Ain't gonna
study war no more..." for somehow even
it seemed sincere.

After ten songs, one strung right after
another, with a slight nod to the
audience, she stood up and left. TWice
she came back once doing a medley that
included "Up on the Roof." The second
time she paused and blew a kiss to the
audience and then disappeared, not
noticing the girl who held a rose out for
her at the edge of the stage.

By DANIEL EPSTEIN
"This is your bunny Franki. She will

show you to your table," the bunny
mother at the Playboy Club breathed in
my ear. Franki, sporting a huge Afro and
a revealing bunny costume which looked
like an abstractly-patterned whalebone
corset, sat us down and took our orders.
We looked around the 'penthouse,' where
the show was to take place. The decor
was electric blue, with blowups of old
Playboy covers decking the walls. The
stage, covered by an electrically
retracting curtain, was tiny and crowded
with tables, in typical nightclub fashion.
There were booths on a slightly higher
tier, and the Muzak featured Dionne
Warwick and Jose Feliciano.

Franki returned with our drinks, and
showed us a perfect example of the
"Bunny Dip," which consists of sliding
onto your table and leaning over to serve
your drink. We asked if her costume
wasn't a little uncomfortable. "Oh no,"
Franki told us. "Each costume is custom
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with a confidential smile. ,

The dinner menu was rather limited,'
but surprisingly inexpensive. "We're just
revamping our menu, and we don't have
the rockfish tonight," Franki explained.
We ordered a Filet Mignon ($3.50), and a
1-1b. T-Bone steak ($6.50), and looked
around at the patrons.
The crowd included several old

couples, white-haired men with their
matronly wives, and groups of young
men, some of whom had obviously never
been there before and were staring
around nervously, wondering if all this
was real.

Prompt Service
Service was so prompt, we were almost

rushed, not having finished our drinks.
The food was simple and rather good, the
T-Bone perfectly grilled. The show began
while we were still eating, and it was very
comfortable to sit and eat while we
listened to Don Bailey's soft jazz trio
which preceeded the singer, Brenda
Jones. She did a few numbers, including a
very nice Traffic song, and then the
comedian, Gus Christy came on. The best
I can say about Gus Christy is that he
tried. He's the kind of comedian who
makes jokes about belches, Polacks, and
the audience.
"Where'd ya get that tie," he asked

M02101U6SI HATe.
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me, "Man at the carnival guess your
weight wrong? Haw Haw!" His better
jokes consisted of pointed comments like
"There she is— body by Fisher, brain by
Tinkertoy." To an older couple, who
admitted to having been married 30 years
and only having one child, he said
"What's a matter, you like watching
television better? Haw Haw! Tried it
once, didn't like it, huh? Haw Haw!"
The show was punctuated by Franki's

discreet attentions to our comfort, and
when it ended, we explored the rest of
the Club.
The street level featured a concession

stand where you could buy things like
Playmate necklaces and earrings. There
was also a large, comfortably furnished
all-purpose room with a bumper billiards
table. This table was presided over by a
special bunny who could hustle
practically anyone that played with her.

2,

et yours
now! 0,

The Playboy Club, at 28 Light St., "is
the exception to the dying nightclub
industry in this town," according to
Allen Shecter, a spokesman for the club.

Only keyholders and their guests are
allowed in the building at the southern
end of St. Paul Street, which is right next
door to a futuristic red and yellow
parking garage, complete with
closed-circuit TV and the warning:
"Bunny Crossing."
To become a keyholder, you must fill

out an application, and if you are
accepted, pay a $25 initial fee, and dues
of $10 yearly. This also entitles you to
receive the keyholder's magazine, "VIP,"
which contains a coupon redeemable for
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that months Playboy magazine. The only
catch is you must pick it up in person at
one of the clubs "We figure once he
comes in to get the magazine, he'll sit
down and have a cocktail," says Mr.
Shecter, but in fact, many of them
simply grab the magazine and leave.
The number of keyholders in the

Baltimore club's area is a surprisingly
large 39,000, including about 13,000
from Washington which has no Playboy
Club because that city has some peculiar
laws about the closing times of clubs and
about drinking liquor while sitting down.
There are no plans to build a Playboy
Club in Washington, according to Mr.
Shecter, who also says that the Club here
"is very well managed." In the fiscal year
ending June 1972, Baltimore showed the
highest net profit of any of the 19
Playboy Clubs. The club has been in
business since June 1963, and every year
the net profit has shown an increase,
except for 1968, when a fire razed the

Most of the acts for the club are

booked for them by Playboy Clubs
International, though the Baltimore Club
is free to choose its own entertainment.
The whole governance of the club is
fairly independent from the Chicago
headquarters, according to Arthur King,
the office manager. "If we need someone
to come down and confer with us about
the menu or something, they'll send
someone," he commented, "but in
general, we're pretty free to do what we
want." The Playboy Club is a franchise
operation, owned by Abe Applebaum in
Baltimore, which receives national
advertising through Playboy magazine.

About 32 bunnies work in Baltimore,
including several who commute from
Washington. They are paid on a
salary/commission basis. They are paid
about $1.80 an hour, but if they serve
enough cocktails and dinners in a week
(the bill includes a 15% charge) to exceed
that, they can take home the larger
amount. •

Somebody

We asked our bunny if she ever had
any problems with men who couldn't
resist her allure. "Not at all," she told us.
"If they start to bother us, we just call
the manager and he takes care of it."
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next canary is
coming from,
and when."

The different possible
approaches to education
proposed by Council members
are symptoms of the undefined
nature of the discipline. One
source noted, "Many universities
have a hell of a time defining it."

On The Line

According to Professor
Walton, "The trouble is that
education has been over
psychologized and over
sociologized. We need a
centrifugal force to put it all
together, but I wouldn't
necessarily expect education to
become a science." Walton

"IT WAS AT a post-midnight meet-
ing that Premier Chou En-lai un-
leashed his anticipated denuncia-
tion of the Nixon eight-point
peace plan. But of Henry Kissin-
ger, he had no harsh words. Mr.
Kissinger, purred Chou, 'has all
the characteristics of a man with
whom one can argue.' And then
silent, he sat back and looked for
all the world like a cat who
knows where his For a free copy of

NATIONAL RE-
VIEW, write: Dept.
A, 150 E. 35 Street,
N. Y. 10016.

Sunday evening

Carter memorial service hearsMitchell tribute
By ROBERT PAULUS

An overflow crowd packed the
Murphy Fine Arts Auditorium of
Morgan State College Sunday
evening to hear U.S.
Congressman Parren Mitchell and
writer Samuel Yette pay tribute
to the late civil rights leader
Walter P. Carter.
The program of music,

remarks and readings was the

first in a series of tributes on
behalf of the Walter P. Carter
Memorial Fund. The fund was.
established to assist Carter's
surviving family and to carry on
his life work in the field of civil
rights. Congressman Parren
Mitchell spoke of the "electric
dynamism'' present in "the
quicksilver spirit of Walter
Carter." He noted the presence

New Education
dept. sought
WALTON, from page 1 claimed that people in

better-defined disciplines were
"afraid to give us a chance."

id
changes
MANDEL, from page 1

finance aide Lee Benson, "There
will quite obviously be
considerable opposition. It asks
the senators to relinquish a vital
function."

Francis noted that M1CUA has
met with financial aid officers of
its member institutions. "We
assessed the pros and cons," he
said, "but we want to see the
legislation before we endorse it."

padies'is veave.STUDENT BARGAINS
235-7224

TUES. - SAT. 10:30 5:00

418 E. 31st near Greenmount

Drop by and find out why
HARLEY'S SANDWICHES

are
THE REAL THING

HARLEY'S 3111 ST PAUL
OPEN LATE

MONUMENTAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ANNOUNCES

SCHOLASTIC AWARDS IN
ACTURIAL MATHEMATICS

750 each

If you are a Johns Hopkins undergraduate in the Class of '73,
'74, or '75 and a Maryland resident, you are eligible to compete
for the awards, which will be granted on the basis of
examinations of the Society of Actuaries to be held in Baltimore
in May 1972. Awards granted will be credited toward your Johns
Hopkins tuition for the 1972-1973 academic year.

Subject matter for the first two examinations of the Society is
as follows:

First Examination: Algebra and Calculus (Differential and
Integral)

Second Examination:' Probability and Statistics

A total of four awards is available as follows:
One award will be granted to the student receiving the
highest passing score in the first examination and one to
the student receiving the highest passing score on the
second, and two additional will be granted to the second
highest score in each of the examinations. No individual
will be entitled to more than one award' ased on the May
1972 examinations.

Recipients of awards from previous examinations:
EDMUND SAM BU CO, JR ., Class of '72
RALPH F. WACHTER ,Class of '72

For further information, consult the Office of Financial Aid,
117 Garland Hall, or contact the following at Monumental Life
Insurance Company, Charles and Chase Streets, Baltimore,
(Phone 695-2900):

DWIGHT K. BARTLETT, Ill, Senior Vice President
Application should be made before April 1,1972.

of that same "electric force" in
the Murphy Auditorium and
exclaimed that "Walter Carter's
presence today gives us evidence
of man's transcendentalism."
The major speaker of the

program, controversial black
author Samuel Yette, spoke on
black genocide rather than on the
accomplishments of Carter. His
remarks were a capsule of his
book The Choice. Yette warned
the audience of "those people
who possess the means and
technology to destroy blacks in

. America."
Obsolete

"Blacks are technologically
obsolete in white America" said
Ye tte. The recently fired
Newsweek journalist criticized

.the educational program for
blacks, calling it "a pacification
program" in the protracted war
against the black people. Yette
cited schools like Morgan State as
examples of the whites'
substitute guardian system" to
pacify blacks. lie warned blacks
to be fearful of "genocidal
'psychology which appears under
the guise of educational
research."

Yette .ended by cautioning

Iltalmbg Alvah ap
UPSTAIRS BAR
Booze & Books
913 N. Charles St.

Speakers at the Walter Carter Memorial Service included the Honorable

Parren Mitchell, Dr. Wickwire, treasurer of the Fund, and Samuel Yette
blacks about "participating in
experiments whose .political
consequences you don't
control."
The Memorial Fund

commemorates the distinguished
service of Walter Carter in the
field of human rights. As
chairman of CORE in the early
1960's, Carter helped organize
the Gwyn Oaks Park organization
and various "freedom rides"
along Maryland highways. In

• 

Ecfio gfittift Sfic.12
Merchandise on Consignment

Antiques- China - Glass - Furniture

Closed Wednesdays 889-3255

414 E. 31st. -- Near Greenmount
 •

NEW PENGUINS AT
THE CAMPUS
B KSTA RE

SELF AND OTHERS (Rev. Ed.) R. D. Laing. The
author of The Divided Self probes the relations
between the self and other people — with the aim
of achieving a non-fragmented vision of human
relations. $1.25

WILHELM REICH AND ORGONOMY. Ola Raknes.
This authoritative introduction to Reich's science of
life energy — or orgonomy — covers the liberation
of sexual energy, the nature of functional thinking,
mind-body functional identity, the four-beat orgasm
formula, and the implications of life energy for re-
ligion, education, medicine, and psychology. $1.45

THE NEW MAN. Maurice Nicoll. A unique inter-
pretation of some parables and miracles of Christ.
$2.00

STRANGE LIFE OF IVAN OSOKIN. P. D. Ouspensky.
Time, infinity, and eternal recuwence are the
themes of this novel about a young man who is
allowed to relive twelve years of his life. $1.45

EATING YOUR WAY TO HEALTH. Ruth Kunz-
Bircher, Dagmar Liechti-von Brasch, Ralph Bircher,
and Alfred Kunz-Bircher. The celebrated Bircher-
Benner approach to nutrition, with a complete
cookbook. $1.95

REVOLUTIONS 1775-1830. Edited by Merryn Wil-
liams. Key documents and writings that form a
complete panorama of the Age of Revolutions. $3.25

LINGUISTICS. David Crystal. A lively introduction
to a fascinating subject. $1.65

Visit your campus bookstore today . . .

for these and other lively, informative Penguins.

1963 he was the Maryland
Coordinator for the March on
Washington. Carter became
director of VISTA in 1967 and
was appointed, community
organization director of the
Baltimore Model Cities Program
in 1968. At the end of his life,
Carter was associated with
Activists, Inc
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SPECIAL
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Goodyear Tires
Gates Tires
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Brakes
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Wheels
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Maryland Democrats to follow new rules
By JOE CANTOR

Maryland Democrats have
moved towards full compliance
with the Democratic National
Committee's reform rules for the
selection of delegates to the
party's convention.

In 1968, most of the delegates
were chosen by the state
committee. This year, 90 percent
will be elected by the voters in a
direct primary to be held on May
16.

State Senator Harry James,
Maryland's part chairman, has
introduced legislation in
Annapolis to eliminate two
Principle areas of contention
between state law and national
party rules on apportionment of
delegates and on the Governor's
status as an ex-officio delegate.
The James bill would

apportion delegates according to
an area's Democratic vote for
President in 1968 as well as its
population, and would eliminate
the Governor as an automatic
delegate to the convention.
The national party rules are

largely the result of reform
suggestions made by the
Committee on Delegate Selection
and Party Structure, commonly
known as the McGovern
Commission.

Key Features
Key features include opening

the selection process. to more
women, minorities, and youth,
outlawing unit rule voting, and
allowing no more than ten
percent of the delegates to be
chosen by the state committee.
States that ignore these rules can
find their slates of delegates

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented by

THE OFFICE OF SPECIAL EVENTS
Garrett Room, M.S.E. Library, Homewood Campus

FEBRUARY 16: 12:00 noon

"THE FIFTH FREEDOM"
a color film from the Johns Hopkins Hospital about
the development of Johns Hopkins' new community
health care plans.

With an introduction by:
ROBERT M. HEYSSEL, M.D., Director of the
Office of Health Care Programs, Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions, and Professor of Medicine,
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.

Arfir

Hopkins students, new and old
eat at:

Pecora's
Restaurant

for the Finest Italian Food in town

1, 3320 Greenmount Ave.SPAGHETTI MEALS CARRY OUT SERVICE
PIZZA PIE A SPECIALTY CALL 889-3831

challenged at the convention.
"We were one of the first to

implement the McGovern
guidelines,— said Democratic
National Committeewoman
Mildred Otenasek. Maryland was
quick to institute a revamped
primary emphasizing direct
election of delegates. That
system, which presently is in
effect, calls for a direct primary
in which registered Democrats
simultaneously choose delegates
and a presidential candidate.

Under the new system, 48 of
the 53 delegates to be chosen will
be elected in the eight
congressional districts. The voter
in each district elects six
delegates, as well as a candidate
in the presidential preference
ballot. The six who emerge are
pledged to support the winner of

the preference primary in that
district for at least two ballots at
the convention, regardless of
their personal preference.
The 48 delegates elected

would then choose five at-large
delegates who would be bound to
vote for the candidate with the
state-wide plurality.

Inadequacies
Within the last year or so,

certain inadequacies began to
arise in the state's reformed
primary system. In answer to
criticism from some, the National
Committee used its powers to
move the state party further into
line with the McGovern
guidelines. A commission was set
up to alter the situation.
As a result, the James bill was

written to seek to restore a
proper balance between emphasis

on population and on past voting
behavior in allotting delegates to
the various districts. The new
formula would increase
representation of Baltimore's
largely black seventh district by
two and Montgomery County's
eighth district by one, both
adding to liberal strength. More
conservative, Republican districts
(the first, fourth, and sixth)
would each lose one.

Joe Gebhardt of the Center for
Political Reform in Washington
voiced enthusiastic approval of
Maryland's direct primary. But
he was disappointed that
delegates may be bound to vote
against their conscience and that
state law doesn't require
candidates to choose
representative slates in open
meetings.

Friendly feelings and the great taste of
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be.

R's the real thing. Coke.

Bottled tioder Ilie aultivoly of 1110 Coca Cola Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Baltimore

2525 Kirk Avenue / Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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:The Law
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'Abortions are legal in
!Washington D.C.

"Referral services are lega
tin the State of Maryland-

DO YOU NEED ABORTION
OUR SERVICES?

A safe, legal, inexpensive
abortion can be arranged on
an outpatient basis at a D.C.
clinic. Professional counseling
and care fprecede the brief
time it takes. Limousine
service is included at a cost
anyone can afford. Call
anytime, 7 days, 24 hours.

CONFIDENTIAL
lean area code 301 685-2433 or 685-2434 Inc.
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Gagers brilliant in rout of Dickinson
By JEFF GAITZ

The Hopkins basketball team

could do no wrong Saturday

night as they slaughtered a

hapless Dickinson College squad

98-67.
The Blue Jays were devastating

in picking up their fourth win in

seven MAC games, pulling their

season mark to 4-13.
With four scorers in double

figures and a team total of 52

rebounds, this was the Blue Jay

squad everyone had been looking

for all season. The overall team

effort was the best of the year

with sharp passing and good

defense the keys to the evening's

victory.
The leading scorers for the

Blue Jays were senior guard Gary

Handleman, who contributed 23

points, and sophomore guard

Bob Freedman, who had 19.

John Rutter added 16 points

for Hopkins as did Bill Jews.

JeWs, who saw only limited

action in the second half, had 16

rebounds in the winning effort.

Dim Spot
The Jays shot a fine 58% from

the field, connecting on 38 of 66

attempts. Perhaps the only dim

spot of the evening was a poor

performance at the free throw

stripe. Hopkins hit only 22 of 33

chances here for a poor 66%, but,

of course, it didn't matter in this

one.
For Dickinson, who never led

in the ball game, it was a long

night. After the first ten minutes

NEWS-LETTER

SPORTS
Loveland'sBaby Jays

offer hope for future
By BILL SCHOEFFLER

Hopkins basketball at the

varsity level has been somewhat

disappointing this year essentially

because the team is young and

gaining experience. However, if

the freshman team is any

indication, prospects for the

future are good.
The Baby Jays have been quite

successful this season, winning

their first five games and now

sporting a 7-2 won lost record.

Joe Loveland, a mainstay of

last year's varsity, returned after

his graduation to coach the

freshmen through this campaign.

He attributes his success so far to

the receptiveness of his players,

who compose a homogenous unit

both on and off the court.

The squad, selected from

among thirty who tried out last

October, has shown a solid basic

understanding and knowledge of

the game and is developing well

under Loveland's tutelage.
Through the season the Baby

Jays have been shooting a

respectable 45% from the floor

and are averaging a healthy 48

rebounds a game.
Good Fortune

A key to the freshmen good

fortunes this year has been the

defense. Coach Loveland likes to

start most games with a rangy

full court zone press that tests

the opposition early, and he

explores for their weakness,-s by

variously switching between a

tenacious man to man defense

and a stingy 1-3-1 zone. In this

manner the defense has often

forced opponents into careless

mistakes on which Hopkins has

frequently capitalized.

Offensively, the team has been

sparked by the excellent outside

shooting of guard Paul Spence

from Delmar, N.Y., and forward

Tom Davis of Newtown, Pa.

sloppy, this fast break has been

the cause of several open shots as

well as some of the 15 to 20

turnovers a game that continue

to hamper the team.
Rebounding Strength

In addition to Spence and

Davis, forward Greg DeLong of

Conshocken, Pa., and center

John Sauter from Pennsauken,

N.J., offer rebounding strength

under the boards and defensive

prowess.
Loveland generally goes with

eight regulars and has enough

bench support to overcome the

current Baby Jay tendency to

foul more than he would like.

As the season progresses, due

to ever increasing game

experience; the team is

continuing to develop poise and is

working together as a unit with

growing effectiveness. In view of

all the team has accomplished,

Coach Loveland, though

admitting little knowledge about

upcoming opponents, expresses

an optimistic outlook of winning

most of the games remaining on

the schedule.

Saturday afternoon at
Hoboken, New Jersey, the
Hopkins' fencers lost to Stevens'

Tech, 15-12, in the most closely
contested match between the
two schools in recent years.

Tension and better team

rivalry permeated the Tech gym,

with several questionable calls

being made by the directors

against the Hopkins' nine. The

ensuing protest of the Hopkins'

fencers went unheard as Hopkins

lost several key 5-4 bouts.
The Blue Jays were paced by

the six victories of the sabre team

(three for freshman Bruce

Livingston, two for co-captain

Keith Bucklen and one for junior

Bob Little), as well as by the five

wins by the epee team (two for

both Ingram Roberts and Mark

Davis, and one for junior Gary

Green).
Downfall

The foil team, unfortunately,

fared poorly, thus contributing

greatly to the Blue Jays downfall.

Jeffrey Rosenbaum won the only
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THERE ARE FREE REFERRAL SERVICES IN

MARYLAND!

ABORTIONS ARE LEGAL IN MARYLAND.

To get honest and free abortion and birth control

information, please call:

Free Clinic- 467-6040

Planned Parenthood- 752-0131

BE CAREFUL AND AVOID RIP-OFFS!
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of play, the Red Devils found

themselves behind, 23-12. Then

an already bad situation began to

get worse. At 7:26 of the 1st

period, Jews put Hopkins ahead

on a ten foot jumper, 31-14.

Now the Blue Jays' lead really

began to grow.
By halftime, Hopkins found

itself in a rather unfamiliar

position, leading by 29 points,

48-19.

More of Same

The second half was basically

more of the same. For most of

the half, the Blue Jay lead ranged

between 30 and 40 points. The

biggest lead of the game came at

6:28 on John Rutter's fast break

layup. Hopkins then led by 41,

8443. Dickinson was unable to

close the gap to less than 32

during the entire second half.

The win was refreshing for the

team and brought renewed hope

for a possible MAC play-off

berth. Tonight the , team meets

Bill Jews and Gary Handleman go up for rebound against Dickins
on.

Moravian here in a tough MAC rival Loyola away. Both should

game and Thursday intra-city be good games.

Stevens Tech edges Blue Jays

in controversial bout
By GLENN PANTEL and bout of the whole afternoon for

BRUCE LIVINGSTON Hopkins.
In the preliminary match, the

jv fencers lost to Stevens 14-13,

with the outcome not decided

until the last bout, which

Hopkins' epeeist David Loeb lost

5-4 after winning his first two

matches.

Dean Gain led the jv fencers

with three epee wins, while

sabreman Ed Casey added two
more to the total.

Next Match
The next varsity match will be

at home this Saturday against

Haverford, and will begin at 2:30

pm.

sports briefs
Wrestling

The Johns Hopkins varsity

wrestling team dropped its fourth

meet of the year last Saturday

against six victories and one tie,

losing to Ursinus by the

one-sided score of 39-8.

The only points the squad

could muster in this meet came

as the result of a tie by Bob

Goldman and a forfeit in the 190

lb. weight class. It was definitely

Hopkins' poorest showing of the

season against a team that had a

worse record and which was not

supposed to pose a serious threat.

The team's next match will be

tomorrow night at the White

Athletic Center against Dickinson

Coke is the Real Thing

So is a Harley Sandwich

Stop By and Find
Out Why?

3111 St. Paul St.
OPEN LAM

A professional
ABORTION
that is safe,
legal &

inexpensive
can be set up on an

outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy

Educational Service, Inc.

215-722-53GO
24 hours-7 days

for professional, confidential

siodxar ing help.

College. The meet will begin at

8:00 pm.

Swimming
The Blue Jay swimming team

rolled to its eleventh dual meet

victory of the year in thirteen

tries by dropping West Chester

State to their third straight loss,

6647, at the Newton H. White

Athletic Center Saturday

Bill Milne set a pool record of

1:56.4 in the 200-yard butterfly;

Rick Daley paced the losers by

establishing a new pool standard

of 245.95 points in the

meter diving competition.
one

A fast paced passing game

makes up for the fact that the

squad is not especially swift.

Often brilliant but occasionally

JUST BOOZE
• AND GOOD VIBES

610 North Eutee, Street

Open 3 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Proof Ate Reiquired


